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Abstract

Layered double hydroxide (LDH) organo-modified by a surface-active monomer, 3-sulfopropyl methacrylate (SPMA) was used as filler

for polystyrene (PS). Different nanocomposites SPMA/LDH:PS were prepared by bulk polymerization process using low amount of initiator.

The two components, filler and polymer, as well as the degree dispersion of the reactive filler as a function of its loading in PS were

characterized by a combination of several techniques: X-ray diffraction, high resolution 13C CP-MAS NMR, FTIR, UV–visible, thermal

analysis, SEC and MET. The nanocomposites were submitted to UV-light exposures in the presence of oxygen. The oxidation photoproducts

and the rates of oxidation were compared for the various samples. It was shown that the filler was not modifying the oxidation mechanism of

the polymer, but had a slight effect on the oxidation rate.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Inherent to the enhanced properties observed in terms of

mechanical reinforcement, gas barriers and fire-retardancy,

there is an ever-growing interest in polymer nanocompo-

sites [1–3]. However, additional to the achievement of such

properties, the durability under specific conditions of use

(outdoor weathering) should be strongly considered as it is

an important prerequisite for a nanocomposite to find

potential applications. It is well known that organic

polymers may degrade when exposed to UV-light in the

presence of air, and a question arises whether the addition of

filler is accelerating oxidative processes. Conversely, any

impediment in the time alteration would be of great interest.

Indeed, among the literature related to nanocomposite
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materials, only few papers deal with photodegradation of

polymer/clay nanocomposites [4–7], but exclusively related

to montmorillonite as nanoclay in the so called polymer-

layered silicate nanocomposites (PLS). Our previous results

indicated that the photodegradation mechanism of the

polymeric matrix was not modified by the fillers, but a

dramatic influence of the clay on the rate of degradation was

reported [8,9]. A decrease in photostability was observed,

resulting from interactions with antioxidants.

Mostly focused on cationic clays, and particularly on

montmorillonite and hectorite, smectite-type layered sili-

cates, clay-based nanofillers have recently been extended to

the family of layered double hydroxides (LDH).

Hydrotalcite-like LDH materials are described according

to the ideal formula, ½MII
1KxM

III
x ðOHÞ2�

xC
intra½A

mK
x=m$nH2O�inter,

where MII and MIII are metallic cations, A the anions, intra

and inter denote the intralayer and interlayer domain,

respectively. The structure consists of brucite-like layers

constituted of edge-sharing octahedra. The presence of

trivalent cations induces positive charges in the layers,

which are counterbalanced by interlamellar anions. LDH

materials are considered as promising host structure [10,11].
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The dispersion of organo-modified LDH into various

polymers such as epoxy [12] and poly(imide) [13] has been

reported by Hsueh and Chen. The mechanical properties

were fullfilling the expectations, with increase in tensile

modulus of the nanocomposite with the nanofiller content.

In order to render the inorganic platelets organophilic,

long chain organic molecules are usually used. This presents

the advantage of proping apart the lamellae, thus helping for

the exfoliation process. Although, it appears quite ques-

tionable if a complete exfoliation is wished [14] and, in

some cases, ordered mixed intercalated and exfoliated

structure may be preferred. Alternatively to the use of

surfactant molecule as compatibilizer agent, an effective

other approach consists in utilizing reactive organophilic

fillers in order to achieve strong interactions between the

two components of the nanocomposite. In this idea, the use

of monomer surfactant may be of interest, having in mind

that immobilisation of polymer chain should affect the glass

transition temperature Tg as exemplified by the system

polystyrene: montmorillonite organo-modified by a qua-

ternary salt of the aminomethylstyrene [15].

In this study, we were interested in better understanding

the interaction and subsequent oxidative behavior under

UV-light exposure of nanocomposite using poly(styrene)

(PS) as polymer and LDH organo-modified by a monomer

surfactant as filler. Our choice was orientated by the fact that

PS is widely used, and that its oxidative behavior is very

well known [16,17], and that, to our knowledge, it is the first

time that such hybrid lamellar system is employed as filler.

The nature of dispersion and the photo-oxidation mechan-

isms of the formed nanocomposites were investigated by a

combination of several techniques.
2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

3-Sulfopropyl methacrylate potassium salt (SPMA, H2-

CaC(CH3)CO2(CH2)3SO3K) (Aldrich, 98%), ZnCl2,

Al(NO3)3$9H2O (Acros, 99%), NaOH (Acros, 97%), and

benzoyl peroxide (BPO) (Aldrich, 97%) were used as

received. Styrene in presence of an inhibitor (1,2-dihydroxy

4-tertiobutylbenzene) and poly(styrene) standard (MwZ
200,000 g/mol) were purchased from Aldrich. The mono-

mer was purified by distillation under reduced pressure at

50 8C.

2.2. Preparation of the LDH hybrid materials

The cation composition of the LDH material is Zn2Al,

and the preparation of the hydrotalcite-like hybrid materials

SPMA/LDH has been reported in a previous paper [17].

Briefly, the so-called coprecipitation method was used;

experimentally, a solution of SPMA (3!10K2 M) was

prepared, and 250 ml solution of the salts (Zn—2!10K2
and Al—1!10K2 M) were added dropwise to the previous

solution. During the addition, the reaction is kept under

nitrogen atmosphere in order to avoid contamination by

carbonate and the pH is kept constant with the addition of

NaOH. Contrary to our previous work, the coprecipitation

time was performed in 10 0 and the slurry is directly

separated from the mother liquid by centrifugation rather

than aged. The resulting powders hereafter named as

SPMA/LDH were washed several times with distilled

water and finally dried at room temperature.

2.3. Preparation of the nanocomposites

The nanocomposites were prepared by bulk polymeriz-

ation using BPO as initiator. SPMA/LDH and BPO

(4.5 mg—0.1% wt) was incorporated into 5 ml of a distilled

solution of styrene. The quantity of initiator decreases the

size of the formed polymer, the use of 1% wt of BPO was

giving rise to brittle polymer. Different loadings of filler

(SPMA/LDH) were added to PS. Experimentally, as much

as 679.5 mg of SPMA/LDH (15% wt loading) were

dispersed into the styrene solution. The mixture was

vigorously stirred for 4 h at room temperature, and then

placed for 1 h under nitrogen atmosphere before the

polymerization.

At this step, cloudy suspensions were found to be stable

in styrene for a long time. The polymerization process was

induced by heat at 80 8C for 24 h for styrene (free of filler),

whereas a temperature of 95 8C was needed for the

nanocomposites to complete the polymerization. Remaining

styrene was removed from the nanocomposite by a thermal

treatment at 60 8C under vacuum.

Thin films were necessitated for photooxidation studies,

in order to avoid oxygen starvation effects during exposure

to UV-light in the presence of air, and also in order to

facilitate quantitative analysis by infrared spectroscopy in

transmission mode. The nanocomposite films were obtained

by compression moulding between two hot plates (180 8C

and 200 bars) for 1 0. Films of 100–200 mm thickness were

obtained.

2.4. Techniques of characterization

Powder X-ray diffraction profiles (PXRD) were obtained

with a Philipps X-Pert Pro X-ray diffractometer with a

diffracted beam monochromator Cu Ka source, the counting

time was of 4 s and the angle step of 0.048.

Thermal gravimetric (TGA) and differential thermal

analyses DTA were performed simultaneously and recorded

with a Setaram TG-DTA92 thermogravimetric analyser at a

typical rate of 5 8C/min under air atmosphere.

The differential scanning calorimeter used to measure the

glass transition Tg was a Mettler Toledo DSC30. The

heating rate was 10 8C/min and the temperature range was

from 25 to 180 8C.

UV-light irradiations at lO300 nm in presence of



Fig. 1. XRD of the hybrid filler SPMA/LDH prepared by coprecipitation,

the pH is indicated.
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oxygen were performed using a SEPAP 12/24 unit at a

temperature of 60 8C. This apparatus has been designed for

the study of polymer photodegradation in artificial con-

ditions corresponding to a medium acceleration of ageing

[18]. SEPAP 12/24 units are equipped with four medium

pressure mercury lamps. A borosilicate envelope filters

wavelengths below 300 nm.

The hybrid LDH-SPMA was irradiated and characterized

by infra-red in KBr pellets. Nanocomposite samples of

PS/LDH were studied as films.

Infrared spectra were recorded in transmission mode

with a Nicolet 760 Magna-FTIR spectrometer, working with

OMNIC software. Spectra were obtained using 32 scans and

a 4 cmK1 resolution.

In order to compare the spectra of different formulations

of nanocomposites, a calibration of the thickness (mm) of

each sample was performed at 1583 cmK1 (aromatic

stretch).

UV–visible spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-

2101 PC spectrometer equipped with an integrating sphere.
13C (IZ1/2) solid state NMR experiments were

performed with a 300 Bruker spectrometer at 75.47 MHz,

using magic angle spinning (MAS) condition at 10 kHz and

a 4 mm diameter size zirconia rotor. 13C spectra obtained by

proton enhanced cross-polarization method (CP) are

referenced to the carbonyl of the glycine calibrated at

176.03 ppm.

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) measurements

were carried out with a Viscotek Trisec 270 Controller as

viscosimetric detector and a VE3580 Viscotek refractive

index detector. The mobile phase was THF (Aldrich HPLC

grad) with a flow rate of 1 ml/min and separation was

achieved using a GMHxl column. The calibration curve was

obtained using polystyrene standards. Average molecular

weights (Mw and Mn) were calculated, as well as the

polydispersity index (IpZMw/Mn). Experimentally, filler-

free polymers were solubilized in THF, and then directly

injected, whereas prior to injection, the polymers obtained

from the as made nanocomposites were obtained after a first

dissolution in THF, then filtration and recrystallization in

ethanol.

TEM images were obtained by using a Philips CM120

operating at an acceleration voltage of 80 kV. The samples

were cut in thin lamella of 60–80 nm width by a microtome

at K80 8C.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Crystallinity of the hybrid materials SPMA/LDH

Having in mind that a large number of platelets may be of

inconvenience for a lamellar structure to delaminate, we

studied the crystallinity of the hybrid phases obtained after a

rapid coprecipitation and by changing the value of pH from

11 down to 5. The XRD diagrams are displayed in Fig. 1. It
can be observed that a decreased in pH gives rise to less

crystallised phases as the diffraction lines (00l) are strongly

enlarged, but the positions are unchanged. It is interpreted

by the formation of SPMA/LDH as previously evidenced

[19], and it suggests that for all the phases, the accomoda-

tion of the organic molecule in the gap is similar.

A large broadening of the diffraction line (110) is also

depicted, showing that the progressive loss of the stacking

sequence is also associated to an in-plane structural

disorder.

For the pH lower value of 5, the incorporation of SPMA

is not effective, and the hybrid LDH phase is not formed

anymore.

Even if the hybrid material prepared at pH of 6 may be

more suitable than the others for a subsequent delamination,

from an academic point of view, we were interested to better

understand the process of dispersion of the filler inside the

polymer and therefore a crystallized hybrid phase prepared

at pH of 10 was considered in the following.
3.2. Characterization of nanocomposites SPMA/LDH:PS

The validity of the polymerization process used was

controlled by comparison with a commercially available PS

standard. FTIR spectra of the as made PS using 0.1 and 1%

wt of BPO, respectively, and of PSA are displayed in Fig. 2.

The three spectra are superimposable, and additional

vibration bands are observed for the polymer prepared

using 1% wt of BPO.

The vibrations bands at 1720 and 1270 cmK1 are

characteristic of the initiator. These two contributions

appear as shoulder for the other as-made polymers.

From the XRD diagrams of the nanocomposites

displayed in Fig. 3, several informations can be obtained.

Concerning the commercially-available PS, two large

humps centered at 2qZ10 and 208 are characteristic of its

semi-crystalline state. These two contributions are observed

in the case of the as-made nanocomposites, showing that,



Fig. 2. IR spectra in the region 1900–1200 cmK1 for PS standard, and as made PS prepared with 1 and 0.1% wt of BPO.
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independently of the filler content, a similar crystallinity is

reached.

After a thermal treatment, the hybrid filler dispersed into

PS is undergoing a dilatation up to 2.52 nm, corresponding

to an increase in the basal spacing. Oppositively, when

heated, the lamellar structure of the filler SPMA/LDH was

found to contract from 1.87 to 1.72 nm [19].

This may be attributed either to a rearrangement of the

organic molecule SPMA or to an incorporation of polymer

end-chains inside the gap. The second explanation is more

realistic as the state of SPMA present either in the hybrid

phase or in the nanocomposite is similar (see below).

In situ polymerization of SPMA within LDH gap occurs

at higher temperature (TZ160 8C), and was performed in

absence of any initiator. The presence of BPO used to

initiate the polymerization of styrene may also trigger the

polymerization of SPMA. Once again, we should remind

that a well-crystallized filler was used, but nevertheless, one

can observe the broadening of the harmonics, which

indicates that the 2D character is less and less pronounced.

To give evidence whether SPMA was polymerized

simultaneously with the styrene during the achievement of
Fig. 3. XRD of PS standard, and of the as-made nanocomposites

SPMA/LDH:PS using the ratio (wt%) filler to polymer.
the nanocomposite, 13C CP-MAS high resolution NMR

spectrum of a nanocomposite prepared with a optimum

loading of 20% was compared to that of the filler itself

before and after the process of in situ polymerization (Fig.

4). Even if most of the resonance peaks of SPMA are hidden

by PS, the change in the resonance peak of carbon nuclei of

the methylene group (3C) may be followed. Before

polymerization of SPMA, 13C nuclei response is observed

at low field value (18 ppm), whereas after polymerization,

the methylene group is then attached to a quaternary carbon,

and is down-field shifted. Its contribution has disappeared

from the spectrum of SPMA/LDH after polymerization and

of the nanocomposite, underlining the fact that SPMA and

styrene are concomitantly polymerized.

These results are even more confirmed by the infrared

spectra of the various nanocomposites shown in Fig. 5. The

characteristic vibration bands of LDH-SPMA are observed,
Fig. 4. 13C CP-MAS NMR spectra of the hybrid filler (a) before and (b)

after thermal treatment and of (c) the nanocomposite of composition

SPMA/LDH:PS equal to 20:80 (% wt). The labelling is according to

SPMA: H2
1Ca2C(3CH3)

4CO2
5CH2

6CH2
7CH2SO3 and polymerized SPMA:

–H2
1 0

C–2
0

C(3
0

CH3)
4 0

CO2
5 0

CH2
6 0

CH2
7 0

CH2SO3, the contribution of PS is

designed by grec characters, and the symbol # denotes spinning side band.



Fig. 5. IR spectra of PS standard, the nanocomposite in the proportion filler to PS of 5, 10, and 15%, and of the filler alone.
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i.e. n(OH), n(CaO), n(SaO) and d(O–M–O) at 3478, 1720,

1048 and 425 cmK1, respectively, and in agreement with

NMR results, the vibration of the (CaC) bond which is

initially observed at 1638 cmK1 for SPMA is missing on the

spectrum of the nanocomposites. The opening of the double

band has some effects on other vibration bands such as the

(CaO) one, which is shifted from 1719 to 1724 cmK1. Once

again, these results confirm that the in situ polymerization of

interleaved SPMA is occurring at much lower temperature

in presence of BPO even in small amount.

The infrared spectra also show that it remains non

polymerized styrene, as evidenced by the bands at 1630,

1575, 990, and 775 cmK1. This is confirmed by UV–visible

spectroscopy analysis, two absorption maxima at 284 and

292 nm characteristic of styrene. In the case of the

nanocomposites, these bands disappear when the films are

submitted to UV-light irradiation. A subsequent thermal

treatment at 60 8C under vacuum for a few days is also able

to cure the samples from the presence of styrene.

The dispersion of the LDH-SPMA may be qualitatively

estimated from the TEM micrographs (Fig. 6). Qualitat-
Fig. 6. Transmission electron microscopy micrograph of a nanocom
ively, the stacking of LDH platelets may be numbered

between quasi-single layers, visible on the left, to bundles,

observed on the right, thus giving the picture for the whole

of a mixed intercalated and exfoliated structure. The multi-

scale dispersion giving rise to object ranging from a few nm

to tenth of nm may be suitable for nanocomposite

reinforcement [1].

Comparatively, monomer surfactant such as styrylam-

monium molecule was shown to promote exfoliation of

montmorillonite into PS or PMMA [20], but in our case the

in situ polymerization process was found to be not efficient

enough to produce only exfoliated system.

The thermal behavior of the nanocomposites is quite

similar to the filler-free polymer up to a loading of 10%

(Fig. 7). This is opposite to recent observations obtained in

the case of a nanocomposite filler:PS, with a filler consisting

of an organo-modified LDH by dodecyl sulfate [21]. For

higher loadings (O10% wt), the characteristic features of

the hybrid filler (dihydroxylation, departure of the organic

molecule) are observed, whereas even for low filler

content (5 wt%), it was observed for DS/LDH:PS [21].
posite based on SPMA/LDH:PS in proportion 10:90 in wt%.



Fig. 7. Thermal analysis of the nanocomposites SPMA/LDH:PS.
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Alternatively, the glass transition Tg measured by DSC was

found to be quite constant for loadings below 10% wt, and

then was observed to slightly decrease for higher filler

loading (Fig. 8). The decrease in Tg can be interpreted by an

increase in the mobility of the polymer chains, therefore the

filler used in large amount is acting as a plasticizer, as

observed for other PS nanocomposites containing mont-

morillonite [22].

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) measurements

were performed on extracted polymers from the as-made

nanocomposites. Mw for commercial PS is of

236,000 g molK1 associated to a polydispersity index of

2.1. For the as-made filler free PS, Mw is found to increase

drastically from 40,000 to 370,000 g molK1 (Ip was almost

constant) when the amount of BPO decrease from 1 to 0.1%,

respectively. This has to be interpreted with a large number

of ignition for the reaction of polymerization, thus

decreasing the polymer chain length. For the nanocompo-

sites, Mw is ranging from 340,000 to 430,000 g molK1 with

a polydispersity index Ip around 2.1–2.2. This shows clearly

that the formation of PS is not impeded by the presence of

filler even for high loadings.
Fig. 8. Tg of the nanocomposite as a function of hybrid LDH content

measured during (a) first heating, (b) cooling, and (c) second heating.
3.3. Study of the photo-oxidation

UV-light irradiation at lO300 nm of polystyrene films

leads to changes in the IR spectra in the carbonyl and

hydroxyl regions. The IR absorption bands were assigned

and the oxidation photoproducts identified which allowed

the proposal of a general photooxidation mechanism [17].

In a first time, UV-light exposure of the as-made

polystyrene was carried out. In Fig. 9(a), the evolutions of

the IR spectra in the region 1900–1500 cmK1 corresponding

to the domain of the stretching vibration CaO are displayed.

Subtraction of the initial spectrum before irradiation from

the spectra recorded after several irradiation times allows

the observation of the global shape of the broad bands that

are formed (Fig. 9(b)). Several maxima or shoulders are

observed in the carbonyl region: 1690, 1698, 1704, 1710,

1725 and 1785 cmK1. A broad hydroxyl band was found to

form around 3450 cmK1.

Identification of the photoproducts was performed by

derivatization reactions with SF4 and NH3 gaz as well as by

thermal treatments. The main photoproducts identified were

acetophenone and aromatic end-chain ketone (1690 cmK1),

benzoic acid (1698 cmK1), benzaldehyde (1704 cmK1),

aliphatic acid (1710 cmK1) associated by hydrogen bond-

ing, aliphatic ketone (1725 cmK1) and benzoic anhydride

(1725 and 1785 cmK1). The band at 3450 cmK1 was

attributed to hydroperoxides and alcohols associated by

hydrogen bonding [16].

These results clearly indicate that the photooxidation

mechanism of the as-made polystyrene is identical to the
Fig. 9. IR spectra of the as-made PS in the region 1400–1900 cmK1 before

(a) and after (b) subtraction of the initial spectrum.



Fig. 10. IR spectra of (a) as-made PS and of the nanocomposites with (b) 5, (c) 10, and (d) 15% nanoclay loading after an irradiation time of 120 h.
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mechanism already reported in the case of ‘standard’

polystyrene [7]. In a second time, the modifications of the

IR spectra of the nanocomposite SPMA/LDH:PS films were

recorded. The same modifications during photooxidation as
Fig. 11. Variations in (a) IR absorbance at 1725 cmK1, and (b) in optical

absorbance at 350 nm for the as-made PS and the nanocomposite films

SPMA/LDH:PS against irradiation time. The percentage of hybrid LDH is

indicated.
the neat PS (Fig. 10) were observed, which means that

similar photoproducts develop in presence of the LDH

nanoclay with the same relative concentrations.
3.4. Rates of photodegradation

The rates of photooxidation of the nanocomposites

containing different amounts of LDH can be compared by

measuring the increase in infrared absorbance at 1725 cmK1

and UV absorbance at 350 nm with irradiation time.

Because the various films were slightly different in

thickness, the results were multiplied by a correcting factor

in order to compare samples with the same amount of PS.

Fig. 11(a) shows the variations of absorbance at

1725 cmK1 versus irradiation time for the pure PS sample

and for the nanocomposites SPMA/LDH:PS with different

filler contents. One can observe a rate of degradation which

is higher in the presence of nanoclay. However, the increase

in the oxidation rate does not fit the increase in the amount

of LDH, since one can observe that the sample with 5%

degrades slightly faster than the one at 10%.

Fig. 11(b) compares the modifications of the absorbance

at 350 nm during photooxidation. The same conclusions as

above can be drawn, with the same peculiar behaviour of

PS/LDH nanocomposites with 5% of the hybrid nanoclay.
4. Conclusion

Different compositions of nanocomposite

SPMA/LDH:PS were successfully prepared by two-step

easily reproducible and environmental quite friendly

procedure (no reflux condition in special solvent is

required), (i) formation of the nanoclay SPMA/LDH and

(ii) dispersion into PS followed by a subsequent

polymerization.

As evidenced by XRD, some inorganic layer stackings

remain in the nanocomposite, but associated to exfoliated

systems vizualized by TEM. Interleaved SPMA was found

to polymerize at low temperature in presence of the initiator
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BPO. An increase in the filler content provoks a decrease in

Tg for loading higher than 10% wt, SPMA/LDH is then

acting as a plasticizer. At opposite to what was previously

thought from reactive filler, the organomodified LDH fillers

are, under 10% wt in use, not strongly bonded to PS, since

they have no effect on the thermal behavior of PS (Tg and

TG).

Finally, the photoxidation study reveals that the hybrid

nanofiller does not modify the photooxidation mechanism

of PS. The same products of oxidation were observed with

the same proportions. A slightly higher oxidation rate was

observed in the case of the sample with 5% of filler.

Similar conclusions were previously obtained with other

nanocomposites (PP, epoxy, EPDM and montmorillonite as

filler), although an influence of the nanofiller was noted on

the efficiency of the stabilizers. The stabilization of

SPMA/LDH:PS is the next step of the work. The advantage

of this system is his ability to be tailored in order to

limit/control eventual interactions with photostabilizers and

antioxidants.
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